LATE CITY EDITION
Partly cloudy and warmer today. Tomorrow cloudy with 30% chance of showers.

INCREASED
Tz, 11:30

SMITH

The possibility that former Governor Alfred E. Smith, Democratic nominee for President in 1928, may introduce Governor Al Smith at the rally in Madison Square Garden may be ruled out... 


CITY THRONS CHEER ROOSEVELT AND LANDON
AS THEY OPEN FINAL BATTLE FOR THE EAST;
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE GREETED BY SMITH

Mormons Soon to Open Storehouse for Needy

COERING DEF MANT OF FOREIGN FIST

GOERING DICTATOR

LANDON ROUTE THRONED
200,000 in the Streets
Between the Station and Hotel.

RALLY AT GARDEN TONIGHT
State Candidates Will Join Leader on Platform, Speaker Outside.

SUCCESSFUL DEFENSE

KELLY COMES OUT AGAINST CHARGER

REFORM BACKED AT RALLY

BEAKLEY PLEADS AID ON SLUMS

LEHMAN URGES CITY REPAIR PAY CUTS

300,000 SEE PRESIDENT

CROWDS LINE HIS 30-MILE ROUTE THROUGH THREE BOROUGHS.

Acclaimed on East Side and in Brooklyn, Mr. Landon Proceeds to End of Day.

He Brings Peace Message

Predicts Better Civilization for World at State of Liberty Celebration.

PLEDGES FIGHT ON SLUMS

Al Armey Reaffirmed in Battle for City Council yesterday after his election as Speaker of the House.


NEUTRALS ABSOLVE
ROME AND LISBON
OF ARMING REBELS

FACES ITALIAN CHARGES

Russia Dissents From Decision of London Committee but Continues as Member.

MOAD WRAVES IN TROOPS

Main Army Recallled for Stand in Capital, Rebel Fliers Find—Righthanders Air Bases Raided.

BY FREDERICK T. MICHELL
Special Cable To The New York Times.

The leading nations of the world today united in expressing their joy at the success of the joint Russian and Italian force in the Balkan War. The Allied Governments have been pleased to learn that the Russian and Italian forces have been completely successful in their efforts to suppress theolecule uprising. The Allied Governments have been pleased to learn that the Russian and Italian forces have been completely successful in their efforts to suppress theolecule uprising.
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